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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Several speakers voice concerns about changes that have crept 
         in to the ceremonies.  Recall how things were done in former 
         times and stress need to return to old ways.          
                                POWWOW WORKSHOP 2 
          
         GEORGE MORNINGSTAR: 
          
         Now this Indianism I really go for and I am happy that they 
         came and got me for this workshop and I am used in a lot of 
         different ceremonies for I participate in the pipe ceremonies. 
         A long time ago these Indian dances were real nice, like 
         Pow-wows - Round dances. From there I was used as a ceremonial 
         server and it was a policy that not anybody was given this 
         position of a ceremonial server.  There was an old man there, 
         especially for this.  He was the one who used to select for a 
         certain ceremonial leader or ceremonial server. And there are 
         certain songs for these occasions when they are picking a 
         person to fit the position and I know these songs so when these 
         songs were sung, they used to be men at the door so nobody 
         would try and get out.  A long time ago there used to be one 
         door keeper, who used to stand by the door and if you wanted to 
         go out you had to pay something like matches or tobacco, etc. 
          
         I am seventy years old now and when I was 15 years old I 



         started taking part in all these different ceremonies.  From 
         that time on I have been used in different ceremonies, for lots 
         of people know me from different reserves.  I am known as 
         Wapun, and George Morningstar. So this is all I have to say, I 
         shake hands with you all. 
          
         TOM CROWE: 
          
         I am very happy on how I heard these old people talk.  This is 
         why I am happy I came here; also to see other friends.  And for 
         these different dances they were very good, well organized.  
         Why?  Because there were a lot of old people involved. Today 
         there is hardly any old people, to this effect, I think this is 
         why the real fun of dances are dropping. It is true when they 
         say there was a "okichetaw."  A great warrior, a man of 
         importance. These men were in a society of their own and this 
         was handed down from generation to generation; it ran in the 
         families. They have these in every different ceremonial dances. 
         Now I have been here quite a number of years.  I am eighty-five 
         years old. This is why I am most happy for the way I have heard 
         you people, the way you express your thoughts.  I am very sure 
         it is going to get better as we go along.  You know, a person 
         has a lot of real talent for thinking away back.  Why I say 
         this is an Indian person told something, he keeps what he 
         hears, and this is a good way to be and this is the kind of 
         person that is wanted to hear good information.  But me, I 
         never had this kind of talent for at that time I was young and 
         never took things seriously. But ever since I took part in 
         dances I have thought differently. 
          
          
         And for Sundances, in 1927 I worked as a servant and from then 
         on old people thought highly of me.  I respected it and also 
         worked for it.  But last summer I was not able to work for it 
         on account of my legs for they are not what they used to be 
         like. I am very unhappy about it for we only have one old man; 
         his name is Ed Poorman.  This old man is nearing his hundredth 
         birthday.  He is very old, he cannot take part in anything, he 
         also cannot sing anymore.  And these brave men we call 
         "okichetaw," our old people had these.  They were also women, 
         wives of these brave men, used to sing along with the drums as 
         they sang these hero songs.  I sure would feel happy if people 
         would all get back together and have our old ways back again.  
         It is very pitiful the way our young people are going crazy 
         over alcohol.  This is the cause of our problems right now.  
         You hear all sorts of things like, such and such was killed, 
         or, so and so killed somebody.  I always feel sad when I hear 
         things like that happen.  I am very sorry I cannot really say 
         very much towards these different spiritual ceremonies although 
         I have been with them, like Sundances and Smoking Pipe 
         ceremonies and Give-away dances.  So this is all I can say. 
          
         JIM CROWE:  Spoke in Saulteaux 
          
         JOE ARMSTRONG: 
          
         This here Pow-wow you are talking about I have seen it but I 



         was very young.  All these different leaders of Pow-wow and 
         servants and servers had their own individual songs.  This is 
         how I used to see them.  As I say, I was very young, therefore 
         my mind was not at the stage to observe these different 
         ceremonies.  Also the person that had the drum had a song to 
         himself.  And all these songs, I know two of them.  It would be 
         very nice if all the Indian way of life also the Indian way for 
         performing the Pow-wow, this would be very nice if it would all 
         come back.  This is all I can tell you; this is how I have seen 
         it done.  So I shake hands with you all. 
          
         MAX BEAR: 
          
         Me too, I am very thankful for the way I have heard you people.  
         As you see I am very young and I also like to know how things 
         were done in the older days.  Just like people used to respect 
         one another.  Even I remember that if an old person was present, 
         children never ran or walked in front of them; so it was really 
         nice long ago.  Today it is very different, today if a young 
         person, sees or hears an old person talk they laugh at them.  
         This is why I come here to learn more about Indian life.  Also I 
          
         was appointed as a leader for Pow-wows.  But I do not know 
         very much about this business. Also I do not know much about 
         these special songs.  There are times I find myself in a spot 
         when I am asked to sing a special song for nobody every showed 
         or learned me these songs.  Me too, I was raised by an old 
         person; he told me a lot of things.  My grandfather's name was 
         "Muskwa," meaning bear.  And still another grandfather of mine 
         was "Chuchukuyoo" meaning blackbird; he is from up north.  This 
         old man used to work as a servant; at that time they called him 
         a tobacco man.  He used to go all over to deliver tobacco for 
         certain old men for some sort of a ceremony.  He used to go on 
         long trips to deliver the tobacco but he never actually told me 
         anything in the line of work he had.  The only thing was he 
         used to lecture me.  He used to say, "My grandchild, sometime 
         in the future when you have a wife, respect her.  Never any 
         jealousy in you.  Always remember that God gave it to you.  If 
         you find your wife likes another man, have a strong fate," my 
         grandfather used to say to me.  A long time ago it was a 
         saying, "if a man is beaten up by a woman in wrong doing, the 
         man should put on a woman's dress."  This was one of the old 
         sayings. Not very long ago I was so tied up in drinking 
         alcohol, but it is just about two years since I had my last 
         drink.  So I am very thankful to you people the way you all 
         have (  ?  ).  My only hope is that I do not do anything wrong 
         in the position I am as a dancing leader, so that me and my 
         children do not sin.  I have gone all over to these Pow-wows to 
         try and help out by taking my drummers along. 
          
         And this summer I went to the other side of the mountains and 
         there was one Indian person came to my drummers and told us a 
         story and he said there is one young person up there along the 
         coast who knows a lot and he tells everything the way they 
         should be told.  He said, "These three ceremonies - number one, 
         the Sundance is in first place so it is highly respected.  And 
         we say "kosapuchikun," a conjuring tent.  It was not anyone who 



         could perform this; it had to be gifted to him. He was the only 
         one that performs the conjuring tent.  And also this Pow-wow, 
         this is one dance that is highly respected. And this thing you 
         are working at, this Pow-wow, I was thinking you can do it 
         right, this is why I have come to tell you.  So try hard and 
         try and do the right things," he told me.  And so on your 
         travels you tell this in what I have just told you. I want this 
         spread in what I have just told up east.  And so I get worry 
         about young people. Just like we have a very young chief, so 
         the young people are in council.  But things don't work out for 
         they do not understand the way old Indian people talk. 
          
          
         When an old person talks, the young are apt to talk more; they 
         say they have more education.  But a long time ago an Indian 
         person never used a book.  This way used to be good, for a young 
         person used to listen when an old person was talking.  Today a 
         young person is too proud; when he has an education he will not 
         ask an old person for advice.  When a young person has high 
         education they think they are above the rest.  To me it does not 
         look right for a person who is well educated for things to not 
         work the way they should work out. It seems to me when they 
         have a meeting there is a lot of angry words exchanged.  I have 
         never heard once of an elderly person talking to these young 
         people to tell them that long ago there was no need for such 
         talk in band meetings.  There is times that an old person will 
         tell them, but not very often.  A long time ago they used to tell 
         young people not to get involved but rather respect the person 
         who is talking for he is respected. Today there is none of 
         this; everything is done by young people.  I always believe we 
         were set upon the earth differently by God, us Indian people.  
         And also the white society was put on earth too but were 
         gifted differently; they were gifted with religion and so on 
         Therefore I never say anything against their way of religion.  
         for it was given to them by God.  Us Indian people was given 
         differently.  We were given a house of worship, that is the 
         Sundance.  Also the rest of the different spiritual ceremonies. 
         But today our young people are lost.  They do not know how to 
         respect these.  So I am glad to hear old people talk about these 
         things.  I always hope that I do not misinterpret anything while 
         I am talking.  So this is all I can say, I always like to listen 
         to you old people when you talk. 
          
         ELI BEAR: 
          
         You take this "okichetaw," a great warrior, also a "ne mehitoo 
         okimaw," a Pow-wow leader.  When it comes to a give-away they 
         are the ones who suffer, for they have to give away a lot and 
         how they suffer in trying to see everything goes well. This is 
         the thing we have to give out although a lot of us know in 
         what position these kind of leaders stand, but we have to give 
         this information out. We are going to talk about various songs 
         for different leaders and how they were developed.  Also where 
         this Pow-wow came from. As you know this was very little Grass 
         dancing, mostly Round dancing. There are a lot of things to 
         discuss, like a Pow-wow leader, a great warrior, also the 
         announcer; he too had a song.  They used to follow the 



         announcer when he finished speaking. The singers would sing. 
         After the song the announcer would start again; this was like 
         inviting the people to come. These are the things you will talk 
         about:  how you have seen them, and how they were told to you by 
         old people long ago.  You know, like these Pow-wows.  We always 
          
         wait for a grant to start our Pow-wows; a long time ago this 
         never happened.  People used to join in and help out or even 
         one person used to make a Pow-wow.  And today if we want to put 
         up a Pow-wow we always wait for money to come, so I think this 
         is not right.  And from this grant of money we buy give-aways.  
         Isn't this give-away just like print offerings. So therefore a 
         person has to get his give-aways from his own pocket.  But they 
         wait for the grant and when it comes they take part of the 
         money and buy give-aways; this is not right. See we have to 
         talk about this, how it was done long ago, how the flag was 
         raised.  Also the print offerings, how was this done?  Was it 
         done outside or inside?  Maybe we are doing this all wrong.  
         Today these things are done differently. 
          
         You take like the Battleford Pow-wow, they took the cloth 
         offerings to old man to bless (by the way, this was done by the 
         Assiniboines) and they were tied in the centre pole just like 
         at a Sundance.  Now this could be very true, the way they done 
         it. So they were left like that.  Some take them out put them 
         someplace else.  Some of the cloth offering fall off and are 
         left like that.  This is the thing we have to talk about and 
         understand. 
          
         Like women, too, this is why I wanted women to be here also, to 
         tell how a woman should conduct herself when she is not well 
         for I know about four or five places, for I work lots of places 
         as an announcer for Pow-wow.  I am always very much afraid of 
         doing something wrong. I have emceed for eight years for the 
         western part of Saskatchewan Pow-wows.  I see lots of times 
         things done wrong but I cannot tell them.  This is why I like 
         to understand, for there are so many ways of handling Pow-wows.  
         What I'm getting at is, which is the right way?  There are so 
         many times I get different people made, who take part in the 
         Pow-wows, like the dancers, singers also the committees. This 
         is why I say it should be one way, one regulation for all the 
         Pow-wow committees to follow. Or should we do the way the 
         Saulteaux or Assiniboines or Cree do their Pow-wow.  I suppose 
         we all started wrong.  We started the wrong way, for waiting 
         for the grants.  Also the camera came out, so I think we 
         started out all wrong. For when I ask old people about it, they 
         say we only do it half ways right.  To them the way it's done 
         it is just like making fun of it; that is not the way.  But 
         what we want to understand is how are we going to go about it. 
         See lots of times, like on a reserve like Little Pine, Onion 
         Lake and other reserves, they do it differently.  Now which one 
         is best?  The Pow-wow committees are going to have a meeting to 
         discuss what can be done on different aspects of the Pow-wow.  
         But first of all they have to identify this from the old people 
         on how they used to do it years ago so since we are thinking 
          
          



         this Pow-wow spiritual, we have to respect it as an religious 
         thing, not play around with it.  Not only Pow-wow but all 
         different aspects of our spiritual ceremonies and tradition.  
         We are doing this all wrong.  When we are discussing about 
         Pow-wow let's stay on that subject, not wander around all over. 
         Because a lot of young people are taking positions on Pow-wows, 
         so we have to give a clear cut line on how they were formed 
         long ago when a person is fully dressed for dancing, the old 
         men said a prayer and the immediate family would have gifts to 
         give away on behalf of their new dancers. But today you see 
         anybody dress up and start dancing. So we all have to work 
         together on this information so everybody understands, how it 
         was done and how highly it was respected. 
          
         (End of Interviews)     
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